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Friday, June 24 7:30 p.m.

Julian Pellicano, conductor

BMO Night at the Movies series sponsor

Directed by Charles Chaplin

Produced by Charles Chaplin

Written by Charles Chaplin

Starring: 
Charles Chaplin, Mack Swain, Tom Murray, Henry Bergman, Malcolm Waite & Georgia Hale

Music by Charles Chaplin*

Cinematography by Roland Totheroh

Edited by Charles Chaplin

Produced by Charles Chaplin

* Chaplin re-released an updated version of The Gold Rush in 1942, adding his own narration and his own recorded musical score.  
The WSO performance features the original full-length 1925 silent version with music composed by Chaplin for the 1942 re-release.

The Gold Rush© Roy Export S.A.S 
Music for The Gold Rush Copyright© Roy Export Company Ltd. and Bourne Co. All rights reserved
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The Gold Rush synopsis
The Little Tramp is a prospector who goes to the 
Klondike during the 1890s gold rush in hopes of 
making his fortune, and is smitten with a girl he 
sees in a dance hall.

Charlie Chaplin

“I remain just one thing, and one thing only, and 
that is a clown. It places me on a far higher plane 
than any politician.” – Charlie Chaplin

Considered to be one of the most pivotal stars 
of the early days of Hollywood, Charlie Chaplin 
lived an interesting life both in his films and 
behind the camera. He is most recognized as an 
icon of the silent film era, often associated with 
his popular character, the Little Tramp; the man 
with the toothbrush moustache, bowler hat, 
bamboo cane, and a funny walk.

Charles Spencer Chaplin was born in Walworth, 
London, England on April 16, 1889, to Hannah 
Harriet Pedlingham (Hill) and Charles Chaplin, 
both music hall performers, who were married 
June 22, 1885. After Charles Sr. separated from 
Hannah to perform in New York City, Hannah 
tried to resurrect her stage career. Unfortunately, 
her singing voice had a tendency to break at 
unexpected moments. When this happened, the 
stage manager spotted young Charlie standing 
in the wings and led him on stage, where 
five-year-old Charlie began to sing a popular 
tune. Charlie and his half-brother, Syd Chaplin 
spent their lives in and out of charity homes 
and workhouses between their mother’s bouts 
of insanity. Hannah was committed to Cane Hill 
Asylum in May 1903 and lived there until 1921, 
when Chaplin moved her to California.

Chaplin began his official acting career at the 
age of eight, touring with the Eight Lancashire 
Lads. At age 18, he began touring with Fred 
Karno’s vaudeville troupe, joining them on the 
troupe’s 1910 United States tour. He traveled 
west to California in December 1913 and signed 
on with Keystone Studios’ popular comedy 
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director Mack Sennett, who had seen Chaplin 
perform on stage in New York. Charlie soon 
wrote his brother Syd, asking him to become his 
manager. While at Keystone, Chaplin appeared in 
and directed 35 films, starring as the Little Tramp 
in nearly all.

In November 1914, he left Keystone and signed 
on at Essanay, where he made 15 films. In 1916, 
he signed on at Mutual and made 12 films. In 
June 1917, Chaplin signed up with First National 
Studios, after which he built Chaplin Studios. In 
1919, he and Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford 
and D.W. Griffith formed United Artists (UA).

In contrast to many of his boisterous characters, 
Chaplin was a quiet man who kept to himself a 
great deal. He also had an “un-millionaire” way of 
living. Even after he had accumulated millions, 
he continued to live in shabby accommodations. 
In 1921, Chaplin was decorated by the French 
government for his outstanding work as a 
filmmaker and was elevated to the rank of 
Officer of the Legion of Honour in 1952. In 1972, 
he was honoured with an Academy Award for his 
“incalculable effect in making motion pictures 
the art form of the century”. He was appointed 
Knight Commander of the Order of the British 
Empire in the 1975 New Year’s Honours List. No 
formal reason for the honour was listed. The 
citation simply reads “Charles Spencer Chaplin, 
Film Actor and Producer”.

Chaplin’s other works included musical scores 
that he composed for many of his films. He 
also authored two autobiographical books, 
My Autobiography (1964) and its companion 
volume, My Life in Pictures (1974).

Chaplin died at age 88 of natural causes 
December 25, 1977 at his home in Vevey, 
Switzerland. His funeral was a small and private 
Anglican ceremony according to his wishes. In 
1978, Chaplin’s corpse was stolen from its grave 
and was not recovered for three months; he was 
re-buried in a vault surrounded by cement.

Six of Chaplin’s films have been selected for 
preservation in the National Film Registry by the 
United States Library of Congress: The Immigrant 
(1917), The Kid (1921), The Gold Rush (1925), City 
Lights (1931), Modern Times (1936), and The Great 
Dictator (1940).

Charlie Chaplin is considered one of the greatest 
filmmakers in the history of American cinema, 
whose movies were and still are popular 
throughout the world and have even gained 
notoriety as time progresses. His films show, 
through the Little Tramp’s positive outlook on life 
in a world full of chaos, that the human spirit has 
and always will remain the same.

Biography from IMDb.com 
by Ed Stephan

Did you know?
Did you know that Charlie Chaplin had a 
long history with the city of Winnipeg? He 
performed in countless Vaudeville shows in 
the early 1900s. In 1914, while staying at the 
Windsor Hotel, Chaplin wrote a letter to his 
brother. In the letter he stated his intention 
of quitting Vaudeville and pursuing a new 
career in motion pictures – a truly pivotal 
point in his career.

Did you know that Charlie Chaplin – who 
was reared in English music halls and 
played several instruments by ear – could 
not actually read music? That didn’t stop 
him from composing the music for his 
films, beginning with City Lights (1931). He 
relied on musical assistants to help him 
translate his ideas into scores and then 
soundtracks. At first, Chaplin didn’t get a 
lot of respect for his music. That changed 
with subsequent appearances of Chaplin’s 
scores in Modern Times, The Great Dictator, 
Monsieur Verdoux, and with the full score of 
the reissued The Gold Rush.

Did you know that Charlie Chaplin’s 
instantly iconic dance of bread rolls has 
been homaged by Johnny Depp in Benny 
& Joon (1993), Amy Adams in The Muppets 
(2011), Curly in the Three Stooges film 
Pardon My Scotch (1935), and even Grandpa 
Simpson in The Simpsons. The scene in 
which Chaplin is mistaken for a chicken by 
his starving companion, meanwhile, was 
lifted by animator Chuck Jones for several 
Looney Tunes sketches.  



At BMO, we take pride in our local 
communities and the artists that contribute 
to advancing the cultural diversity and 
artistic richness of our cities. 

We’re proud to present the BMO Night at 
the Movies concert series. 

Great 
entertainment 
lives here.


